**New for 2021-2022 Season**

- New expert ski trail: Skyline (0.8km)
- Grover's Grind extended 0.6km
- New 84” Yellowstone Track Systems Ginzu groomer
- New dog ski loop: (see map)
- Mill Brook reroute: No more crossing Fairway Road!
- Double Helix reroute now includes much of the summer trail
- Six new bridges and five new culverts to aid your passage and improve our grooming

---

**About the Bethel village trail system**

Inland Woods + Trails adopted the Bethel village trail system in 2016. We are passionate about reinvesting and reinvigorating this trail system. Since IWT assumed operations and through your support over $100k in investments and thousands of hours of staff and volunteer time have been made in improvements to the trails and equipment. We work with private landowners who generously offer their land for your and our enjoyment. Remember to ski responsibly, ride with gratitude, and please don't walk on the trails.
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**Who and what is Inland Woods + Trails?**

Inland Woods + Trails (IWT) is a 501c3 non profit that manages and crafts durable trails, trail systems, and forests that are approachable in all seasons for all people. Our center of gravity is located in the Bethel and River Valley areas of inland Maine. IWT manages 75 miles of trails for all abilities, including hiking, mountain biking, double track multiple use, cross country skiing, fat biking, and snowshoeing trails, along with managing for an exemplary forest in our 987 acre Bethel Community Forest.
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Our fantastic sponsors, land owners, and business partners.
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**Trail-User Responsibilities**

- Stay under control so that you can stop to avoid another trail user or hazard.
- Know your ability. Do not try to travel too far and avoid trails above your ability.
- Be courteous – give way when possible. Stay to the right and pass on the left.
- If stopped, move to the side. Avoid obstructing the trail.
- When entering a trail, yield to other trail users. The faster/descending biker or skier has the right of way.
- Please do not bike or walk in ski tracks or skating lanes without skis. Walk to the far right if necessary.
- Please keep dogs on designated trails and under voice control or on a leash at all times.
- Your safety is affected by common sense; conditions vary and snow grooming cannot prevent ice, inclément weather, bare spots, branches, or other obstacles.
- Anticipate the unexpected; carry extra clothing, water, some food, and a map.
- Pay attention to trail signs indicating closed trails, difficulty, and conditions.

Grooming equipment and maintenance personnel may be on the trails at any time.